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In this issue, we will be looking at some very common birds in our gardens—so common, in fact, 
that many people just say, “That’s a dove”, and they do not make any further attempt to identify 
exactly which dove it is. I am very pleased to be able to include a photograph taken by one of our 
young birders in the explanation of identifying characteristics of a Red-eyed Dove. 

Many thanks to all who submitted entries for our July BB competition. We had a really good 
response, and, because of that, decided to award three prizes. I think many enjoyed finding the 
‘hidden’ clue. All the names of those who submitted correct entries (which was almost  
everyone) were put into a hat and the three names of the winners were randomly plucked out. 
Something that concerned me was the number of children who did not follow through to the 
end of the set task. They completed the Word Search  but failed to send in the hidden proverb—
and THAT was the answer which was required. Please all make sure that you actually read the 
instructions! The winners’ names  appear on page 3. 

The ’hidden’ saying or idiom in the July Wordsearch puzzle was Birds of a 
Feather Flock Together.    It means that a group of people with similar 
interests and beliefs like to be together.   

What does it tell us about birds?  Many birds are gregarious (they like to be 
with other birds) and congregate in flocks. Flocks are not always just a single 

type of bird and mixed flocks are common. For example, a number of seed- or fruit-eating 
species of birds may gather together in a single tree which is loaded with food as they are all interested 
in the same thing— yummy food! This is called a ‘bird party’. It is always fun to see! 

There are dozens of bird idiomatic expressions used around 
the world in many different cultures, languages, and countries. They are catchy sentences or phrases 
that are easily understood and remembered and which describe a situation in a creative way. Learning 
about the birds behind the sayings can help birders know more about not only the birds, but about how 
all birds are part of our cultural lives and languages. Continued on page 4 

There are many bird idiomatic expressions (idioms and proverbs) that 
actually relate accurately to the real wild birds they mention  

https://www.thespruce.com/flock-names-of-groups-of-birds-386827
https://www.thespruce.com/flock-names-of-groups-of-birds-386827
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Doves, if you take time to look at them carefully, are very attractive birds with their muted grey /brownish 
and pinkish  colours. Telling them apart is not always so easy, and they are probably best viewed through 
binoculars so you can see the beautiful details. 

An interesting fact is that, because pigeons and doves feed mainly on grain, they must have daily access to 
water. That is why, if you put a birdbath in your garden, you will attract doves. They drink by immersing 
their bills and sucking, whereas most birds drink by sipping and then throwing back their heads so the 
water flows into their throats. 

 

Two species, the Red-eyed Dove and the Ring-necked Dove (which used to be called the Cape Turtle 
Dove), can be easily seen in our gardens. Although they look fairly similar, they sound very different:  The 
Red-eyed Dove’s call has six syllables. Some people suggest he is singing  “I-AM-a-red-eyed-dove”.  

The call of the Ring-necked Dove (Cape Turtle Dove) is the often-repeated three-note “Work HAR-der, 
work HAR-der” song and is a common and characteristic sound of Africa.  

But there are physical differences too, as seen in these labelled photographs below. 

It is the largest and ‘stockiest’ of the ring-necked doves. 

Matthew Orolowitz 

RED-EYED DOVE (Afrikaans: Grootringduif) 

Rhys Gwilliam, a 

junior birder, 

took this photo. 

It shows the 

underside and 

the wide grey 

band on the tail 

RING-NECKED DOVE (CAPE TURTLE DOVE) 
(Afrikaans: Gewone Tortelduif) 

Pale pinkish head 

Wide black half-collar 

Dark red eye 

Red ring round eye 

Black bill 

Pinkish grey 

underparts 

Brownish grey on back 

Dark tail with broad 
grey band 

They mate for life. The 

female makes the nest with 

twigs brought by the 

male 

Medium-sized and  
all grey in colour Small black eye Back slightly darker grey 

Narrow black half collar on 
back of neck 

Tail has white fringe 

Black bill 

Red eye, 
pink ring  

around dark 
red eye 

Grey head 

DOVES  in our Cape Town gardens 

‘RINGED’ DOVES 

Daryl de Beer 
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LEMON DOVE (Afrikaans: Kaneelduifie) 

Daryl de Beer 

LAUGHING DOVE (Afrikaans: Rooiborsduifie) 

White forecrown 

Pale face 

This is a much smaller bird and HAS NO BLACK 
COLLAR or neck ring. 

Its call is a soft bubbling ‘cooroocoo-kuk-coo’ sound. 

It feeds on the ground, moving about 
with shuffling steps and a hunched 
posture, looking for seeds (mostly) and 
insects. 

As with most doves, it lays two eggs in a platform nest 
in a tree or bush and the male and female both sit on 
the eggs which hatch after about sixteen days. The 
hatchlings are initially naked and blind (altricial). 

Dappled lilac grey and 
cinnamon coloured 

Black 
bill 

The first drawn correct entries in the July Competition  all turned 
out to be learners at Herschel Girls Prep. Congratulations to 
Annabel Grey, centre (1st prize), Nsovo Baloyi, right (2nd prize) 
and Megan van der Spuy, left (3rd prize). There was such a 
bumper entry that it was decided to do a lucky draw for 3rd place. 

Zea Mentor of Floreat Primary was 
the winner of the May 
competition. Her teacher sent us 
this lovely photo  to include in this 
issue.  

Margot Roebert Kristi Rossouw 

John Magner 

Kaneel’ means ’cinnamon’; thus the Afrikaans name is more descriptive of this dove. In fact, the old name 
in English WAS “Cinnamon Dove’.  Its call is a deep hoot or low ‘woop’ sound. 

Unless you live in a lush and forested area, it is 

unlikely that that you will find this dove in your 

own garden. You may, however, find it in 

Kirstenbosch Gardens in the forested areas near 

the canopy walkway called the ’Boomslang’ or in 

The Dell. This secretive bird is difficult to see. It 

blends in perfectly with the leaf litter on the 

ground where it forages and it freezes to avoid 

detection when it senses danger.  

Pinkish grey head 

Reddish breast patch 
spotted with black 

White 

Cinnamon coloured 
underparts 

Dark tail 

Dark back 

Eyes reddish to dark brown 
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To take to something like a duck to 

water.  

This means that you discover you have a 
natural ability to do something when you 
first try it; you do not need instruction. 
The Birds: Precocial ducks and geese can 
swim within hours of hatching without 
extensive instruction or parental guidance. 
These birds naturally know how to swim 
with ease and are right at home in the 
water very soon after hatching. (Compare 
the word ‘precocial’ with the word 
‘altricial’ which refers to a chick born 
without feathers. It is pretty helpless and 

depends on parental 
care for the first few 
weeks of life.) 
 

1. Something is as dead as a ________. Means: extinct, no longer existing. It can 

also mean that something is no longer relevant or important as circumstances have changed. 

[ODDO]   The Birds: This bird is extinct and there is not much known about it, though it is 

often referenced as clumsy and idiotic, making its extinction inevitable. 
 

2. The dancer is as graceful as a _________.  Means: elegant and beautiful.  [WNAS]   
The Birds: These birds are often symbols of romance and beauty because of their white 
plumage and the graceful curves of their long necks. 

 

3. She shrugs off the criticism like water off a ________'s back. Means: to easily 

shrug off, shed, or disregard, and not let it worry you. [CKDU]   The Birds: Aquatic birds 

make heavy use of their uropygial gland as they preen, coating their feathers with 
waterproofing oil that keeps their plumage protected, even underwater. 
 

4. The distance is 50 metres as the ________ flies. Means: a straight-line path, the most 

direct route. [ROCW]   The Birds: It was believed these birds always flew in a straight line 

back to their roosts after being out foraging all day. Certainly, birds do not rely on roads, 
tracks, or established routes, and instead can fly in a direct line to their destination, easily 

soaring above obstacles. 
 

5. He notices everything; he has an _______ eye. Means: watchful, having keen eyesight. 

[GALEE]  The Birds: Top predators such as these birds, have exceptional eyesight, spotting 

prey from incredible distances, even in low light or conditions with poor visibility. 
 

TRY THESE:  Can you fill in the name of the missing BIRD species in these idioms: 

Someone might eat like a bird. 

This means he eats lightly or is a picky eater. 

The Birds: While birds don't actually eat lightly 

in comparison to their size and can spend 

much of each day foraging, they are often 

picky, sorting through mixed birdseed to find just the 

morsels they want. To us humans, though, it looks as 

though they are eating hardly anything! 

Something is as scarce as hen's teeth.  

This means that it is limited or even nonexistent. 

The Birds: Hens, like all birds, don't have teeth, so this 

idiom describes scarcity or low supplies. Birds don't need 

teeth as their bill shapes are adapted to different foods 

and foraging styles. 

The girl is as happy as a lark 
This means that she is cheerful, optimistic, and joyful. 
The Birds: Larks have very melodious songs with cheerful notes and 

happy tunes, and they are often symbols of joy, good fortune, or 

cheerfulness. 

Continued from Page 1   Here are some common ones: 

https://www.thespruce.com/how-to-keep-birds-from-going-extinct-386509
https://www.thespruce.com/why-birds-preen-386448
https://www.thespruce.com/bird-foraging-behavior-386457
https://www.thespruce.com/bird-foraging-behavior-386457
https://www.thespruce.com/do-ducks-have-teeth-4153828
https://www.thespruce.com/bird-bill-parts-387362
https://www.thespruce.com/why-birds-sing-386221
https://www.thespruce.com/why-birds-sing-386221

